Petersen graph has good performance in parallel and distributed computation because of its characteristics such as short diameter and regularity. On the basis of topology of double-loops, a new double-loops connected Petersen graph network DLCPG(k) is constructed. In addition, unicasting, broadcasting and a kind of fault-tolerant routing algorithms are designed respectively. It is proved that DLCPG(k) not only has good extensibility, short diameter and simple topology, but also has the following good characteristics for the networks with 10 k nodes: The diameter of DLCPG(k) is shorter than that of 2-dimensional Torus and RP(k) networks, and the grouping ability of DLCPG(k) overmatches that of 2-dimensional Torus and RP(k) networks at the same time. It is also proved that the communication efficiency of both the unicasting and broadcasting algorithms are better than the unicasting and broadcasting algorithms of RP(k) network conspicuously. Simulation results conclude that the new fault-tolerant routing algorithm is of good fault-tolerant ability.
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